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S0 -Notation
: detection rate at site : occupancy probability at site : (actual) survey length at site : maximum survey length at site (design requirement) : probability of detecting the species (at least once) at site in a survey length : cost of early management at site (in survey cost units)
: cost of late management at site (in survey cost units)
: total costs (management and survey) at site (in survey cost units) survey budget (allowed overall survey cost across all sites) optimal survey budget for unconstrained case
S1 -Derivation of the expected survey length expression
Let us assume that the survey at a site only lasts until the species is detected, up to a maximum duration of . The expected length of a survey at an occupied site is computed as
where ( ) is the probability density function of the survey lengths. The form of ( ) is that of an exponential distribution, but truncated to a maximum length , that is
where is the probability of having no detections in a survey of length .
Hence, we have that
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S3 -Optimal survey allocation with constrained survey budget (multi-site) when surveys stop after detection
We now consider the problem in S2 for the case where the total survey budget is constrained. We solve this using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, which state that the critical point must satisfy
where is the objective function and are the constraints.
The aim is to minimize the overall total costs subject to the constraint, so the problem formulation is as follows  STEP 1' (re-formulation): for simplicity we can reformulate the problem removing from the objective function the parts that are independent of . Considering that , the problem is equivalent to where is the number of sites in the set .
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S4 -Comparison of requested survey length between the 'removal' and 'nonremoval' design (unconstrained scenario)
The optimal survey length is for a 'removal' design
and for a 'n n-m val' design
If under the 'removal' design the optimal survey length were larger than under a 'n nm val' design we would have
( )
By manipulating this inequality through basic algebra we arrive to hence, whenever , is indeed larger under the ' m val' design.
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S5 -Additional figure

